
by Lajos Szabó

It was no surprise that a Hungarian team took
part in the Athens Olympic Games 1906 as

Hungary was one of the founding members of the
International Olympic Committee or IOC, although
their participation was not without problems.

Ferenc KEMÉNY - founding member of the IOC
- took part at the 1905 IOC congress in Brussels
entitled "Sport and Physical Education". At this
Congress a compromise was reached between the
IOC and the Hellenic Olympic Committee about
the organization of the 1906 Olympic Games. The
compromise included among other decisions that
organizing committees should be set up independ-
ently from the national Olympic Committees. In
Hungary this particular resolution provided a good
opportunity for those who wanted to take con-
trol of sport and especially control the Hungarian
Olympic movement.

In this early period of organized sport in Hungary
there were two opposing factions. The older one
was the gymnasts' movement called Nemzeti Torna
Egylet (National Gymnastics Association; NTE)
founded in 1863 where Ferenc KEMÉNY was also a
member while the English-styled Magyar Athletikai
Club (Hungarian Athletic Club; MAC) founded in
1875 was dominated by affluent athletic clubs. Both
organizations fought heatedly to be the dominant
force in Hungarian sports. Because the state was re-

luctant to take any kind of role in sport the conflict
between the two federations seemed like a "war".

Ferenc KEMÉNY was of Jewish origin and as di-
rector of a secondary school not the ideal choice for
the aristocrats of MAC even though KEMÉNY was
a personal friend of Pierre de COUBERTIN. Tensions
grew further as the leaders of MAC recognized
the possibilities in the "aristocratic" IOC and
they made every effort to take over the Hungarian
Olympic Committee.

The uncertainty around the 1906 Games com-
bined with the withdrawal and sometimes con-
tradictory attitude of the IOC. Furthermore the
Greek consul accredited to Budapest asked the
MAC directly to form the Hungarian team. This
gave the MAC the perfect pretext to put KEMÉNY
into the background. The letter sent to clubs and
associations in November 1905 in the name of the
Hungarian Committee for the Hellenic Olympic
Games stated that the 1906 "Athens Celebration" has
nothing to do with the previous Games and the
newly formed Committee is autonomous from all
previous Committees. This Committee was formal-
ly founded on 14th of December and Count Géza
ANDRÁSSY (President of the MAC) was elected as
President of the Committee, Dr. György GERENDAY
(Vice-President of the MAC) became Vice-President
while the secretary of the MAC Dezsö LAUBER was

Travelling 1906. Most of the participating teams travelled by
ship. From Trieste the journey went on by boat: Thalia and

Amphitrite, the letter was chosen by the Hungarians

HUNGARY
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The Zappeion was chosen by the Hellenic
organisers to host the guests from abroad

named secretary of it. It was not accidental that the
IOC member Ferenc KEMÉNY was not even invited
and the members of the gymnasts' movement re-
ceived their invitations as late as February

To raise attendance of the Games the organizers
in Athens offered discounts in terms of accommo-
dation and other local services while the Hungarian
Ministry of Religion and Education gave six thou-
sand forint aid for the participants.

KEMÉNY was becoming ever more marginal-
ised but together with the participants of the first
summer Olympic Games decided to establish the
"Hungarian Olympic Award" and proposed fund
raising in the sport newspaper Sport World. From
money collected they wanted to make a small rep-
lica of the "Honvéd" statue in the Buda Castle and
to donate it to one of the Olympic Greek teams.

In accordance with previous methods the
Committee held pre-competitions in April in track
and field, swimming and gymnastics whilst in
fencing and wrestling the National Championship
was used as a selection meeting for Athens. Thus
11 athletes, 6 swimmers, 2 wrestlers, 9 fencers, an
8-member gymnast team and one shooter were
chosen. In addition six officials made up a delega-
tion of 42. Two of them: Count Sándor TÖRÖK and
Nándor KOVÁCS participated in two events. Two
athletes István SOMODY and Gyula STRAUSZ paid
their own travel expenses.

In fencing the proposed team couldn't partici-
pate because the joint Ministry of Defence of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire did not allow military
officers (there were four of them in the team) to

take part in the Olympics because they did not
want a Czech or a Hungarian to compete against
an Austrian (or to defeat). It also meant the three
of the best Hungarian fencers (Béla BÉKESSY, Ervin
MÉSZÁROS and Jenö SZÁNTAY together with Ferenc
FILÓTÁS) were barred from competing.

The team started their journey on 16th of April,
1906 by train to Fiume (today Rijeka) from where
they continued their trip by ship to Trieste. From
Trieste they cruised on the board of the steamer
"Amphitrite" together with the German and Danish
teams to Athens. The sea was often unsettled so af-
ter reaching the Greek port city of Patras some of
the athletes continued their journey by train.

The Hungarian team - due to their financial
situation - accepted the offer of the Greek organ-
izers of accommodation in the Zappeion. They
eat goat's meat very unfamiliar to the Hungarian
palate and drank bad quality water. All of these
factors took their toll on the physical condition of
the Hungarians. Although there was some relief
as they started to eat in restaurants and drink the
Greek "Massala" wine. On the other hand the wine
later produced some unnecessary behaviour by the
participants. Some restaurant owners even went to
complain to the Embassy of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire because of the bad behaviour of the ath-
letes that worsened the - not so fine - calm of the
Zappeion.

Although the competition began in early spring,
not ideal for the Hungarians they still performed
quite well. The track and field athletes were the
most successful members of the team.
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The walker György SZTANTICS competed in the
1500 m event but had to abandon the competition be-
cause of pricking after he had a strong start and was
in pole position walking properly. However, since
the event ended in a scandal because of the judges
and the spectators, Crown Prince CONSTANTINE, be-
ing present ordered to stage a 3000 m walk event -
not least on account of Dezsö LAUBER'S protests. At
this event SZTANTICS competed more carefully and
since WILKINSON and SPIEGLER had been disquali-
fied once again due to irregular walking SZTANTICS
won providing the first Hungarian triumph.

In shot-put the Hungarians were represented by
Mihály DÁVID. His previous form suggested he had
a good chance of winning. But his biggest oppo-
nent became the American judge SULLIVAN - by the
way the most prominent judge in track and field
- repeatedly criticized the throwing style of the
Hungarian sportsman and he adjusted his hands
at every shot. After all this it is not surprising that
he could not make his best and finished only at the
second place after the American SHERIDAN.

The biggest favourite before the Games was
István MUDIN who competed in six events. In
Hellenic discus throwing he finished in 3rd place
(with 31,93 m) even though he only learned the
style while watching the Greek athletes only after
arriving in Athens. In javelin throwing he finished
unplaced. MUDIN threw the javelin in Hungarian

style that meant he did not hold the javelin in the
middle but rather at the end posing with his fin-
gers. The Swedish competitors protested against
his style. Although the protests were not accepted
by the judges the implements MUDIN was used to
were made of wood. Those used in Athens were
more flexible. Though a wooden javelin was suc-
cessfully smuggled into the competition for MUDIN
he was not successful in the event. On the other
hand he had clear advantage in Hellenic pentath-
lon. MUDIN had a close rivalry with the Swedish
MELLANDER. Some of the people of the era blamed
another Hungarian György LUNTZER that although
he had no chance to win but his individual efforts in
the final event could still have an impact on MUDIN.
In the event he threw further. If he had not MUDIN
would have scored the same points as the winner
MELLANDER but he would have been declared the
winner as he had scored higher placing throughout
the competition.

Dr. Lajos GÖNCZY also finished 2nd. In the high
jump he performed with no great technique but re-
lied on his energy to get over the bar. He scored
175 cm. In standing high jump he finished fifth.

Javelin throw - the Hungarian style.
The picture was taken by a Swedish photographer.

It is not clear if this athlete is István Mudin
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The site of the Hungarian successes:
Bay of Neo Phaleron

The Hungarian athletes achieved a further
fifth and sixth place in pole-vault. Hellenic discus
throwing and standing high jump.

They were also successful in the Swimming
competitions.

In 1896 Alfréd HAJÓS had memorable triumphs
in the Greek sea. After the success of Zoltán HALMAY
in St. Louis there were huge expectations towards
swimmers. The stormy sea and bad organization
made swimming competitions quite difficult for
athletes. There was an event where participants had
to travel three times to Faleron because the first two
contests were unsuccessful. Zoltán HALMAY was
once again a favourite to win. In the 100 m event
he was unable to beat the American DANIELS be-
cause he was coughing up water and the American
had learned to "crawl" with his leg that was much
more productive than HALMAY who did not use his
legs while swimming. Without doubt the highlight
in Athens for the Hungarians was the swimming
4 x 250 m relay. The team of József ÓNODY, Henrik
HAJÓS, Géza KISS and Zoltán HALMAY beat the
Germans and the English. Lajos BRUCKNER finished
4th in the 400 m event.

In Gymnastics the Hugarians placed 6th. With
little financial support they had only been able to
send eight team members to Athens and they com-
peted in old worn out kit. Compensation came in
the results of Béla ERÖDI who achieved a 2nd and
a 6th place.

In wrestling the 3rd place of Ferenc HOLUBÁN
was a pleasant surprise as well as the 5th place of
Count Sándor TÖRÖK in shooting.

In fencing the joint Ministry of Military Affairs
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire heavily influ-
enced the results after it barred first-class fencers
from participating. Even without them Hungarians
achieved notable success. Competitions were gen-
erally held outdoors in cold wind or under the hot
sun. The most successful Hungarian was Péter
TÓTH dr. in sabre individual with his 3rd place.
The sabre team (Jenö APÁTHY, Lóránt MÉSZÁROS,
Béla NAGY dr., and Péter TÓTH dr.) withdrew from
further competition unhappy at what they saw as
unsatisfactory judging from the host nation in a
match against Greece.

In the official statistics we meet with the name of
a Hungarian tennis player: Károly VITUS who lost in
the first round against a Czech player, Jar. ZEMLA.
We can say there is nothing significant about this.
But for a researcher there are questions to be an-
swered because the name VITOUS only appears in
the official Greek statistics and nowhere else. There
is no account of him or any other Hungarian tennis
player in the list that contains the official Hungarian
participants, the Hungarian newspapers of the
time never mentioned him and furthermore the
newspaper Nemzeti Sport [National Sports] wrote
that there had not been Hungarian tennis player in
Athens. Tennis player VITOUS or VITUS does not ap-
pear in Hungarian tennis yearbooks between 1903
and 1908. It seems that this man never existed. It
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is logical to assume that VITUS was only a pseudo-
nym. It is a fact that the secretary of the Hungarian
team Dezsö LAUBER was Hungarian College Tennis
Champion under several pseudonyms. For him it
should not have been difficult to compete on lo-
cation without the permission of the Hungarian
Organizing Committee. Because VITUS lost in the first
round it would be understandable that the person
did not want his identity to be revealed. It is against
this theory that LAUBER was a Hungarian judge in
the tennis competitions. On the other hand LAUBER
competed in the 1908 London Olympics and he lost
in the first round.

The disputes between athletes and gymnasts in
Hungary had its effect in Athens, too, that we can
noticeably follow in the sports newspapers of the
time Sport-Világ [Sports World] and Nemzeti Sport
[National Sports] - both of them devoted to one
side. The commentaries were without objectivity
as the "reporters" were the Olympic participants
themselves. The gymnasts accused the leadership
of negligence while the leadership countered with
accusations of unsociability.

On the way home some of the participants went
through Istanbul so there was a chance to invite
others to come to Hungary because there were
empty seats on the prepaid cruise. That is the rea-
son why American LIGHTBODY and FRIEND or the
Finnish JÄRVINEN competed in Budapest.

The fate of the "Hungarian Olympic Award"
is typical. The Hungarian Committee for the Hellenic
Olympic Games - probably not accidentally - failed
to send the award arranged by Ferenc KEMÉNY to
the Greek organizers on time. So the "late" statue
was given by the Greek organizers to the German
tug-of-war team. They had already left Athens
when the mistake was discovered. The organizers
asked back the statue and informed the Hungarians
that for the first time they awarded the local organ-
izers with the ill-fated award.

Doctor Béla NAGY, later creator of the interna-
tional rules for fencing summed up his experiences
about the competitions:

"Never go anywhere without a jury member and
never send a fencer to Olympic Games. In a mess
like this one cannot hold a correct fencing com-
petition.
That we all performed worse that it was origi-
nally expected, that none of our athlete was in
top form is only due to the poor accommodation
and food we got. We cannot forget the Zappeion
as long as we live. We got small board cabins
- without a roof - located in a huge exhibition
hall with four beds and no other furniture in
each, At nights for at least l or 2 hours there have
been endless wandering, the people who stayed
here were singing, shouting, whistling or at least

talking aloud about the day's events. We tried to
calm them down from our cabins without any re-
sults so there wasn't much sleep. At four in the
morning some persons got up to go training of
course making much noise. All that meant that
we went to sleep with the last person to come and
got up with first to rise. There was no afternoon
nap because our "neighbors" entertained us with
their folk song medley. I have to say sadly that my
own countryman were no exception from these
activities.
The ones who weren't jaded because of the lack of
sleep or didn't get sick in the cold of the night had
troubles with the food. We had unbelievable dirty
service and horrible dishes. Goat and sheep day
after day, hardly eatable. The water was bad, the
wine and beer were extremely expensive. From
the statistics it is clear the nations who weren't
housed in the Zappeion were successful like
Americans, Swedes, the French and Greeks.
The lesson from this is that in the future we have
to send people with discipline and provide him
with the best of services."

Fortunately Béla NAGY was wrong about fencing.
It was thanks to his efforts that the Hungarians en-
joyed such success in London in 1908.

The fight to control Hungarian sport and the
Hungarian Olympic Committee became more intense
after the 1906 Athens Olympics. In accordance with
traditions Ferenc KEMÉNY proposed to set up the or-
ganizing committee for the 1908 London Olympic
Games. In this Committee members of the MAC ef-
fectively took control over the gymnasts who were
previously the dominating force. KEMÉNY gave up
the fight and in his letter (dated April 4th, 1907)
to the International Olympic Committee he resigned
from his IOC membership to ease the tensions in
Hungarian sports.

"So due to the concerns of the grand interest of
the nation, I'm asking again to let me resign and
let me devote the coming years and my forces to
the interest of cases in which I don't have to fight
endlessly with jealousy and hatred."

In 1907 Count Géza ANDRÁSSY (President of the
MAC) and in 1909 another Hungarian Gyula
MUZSA (Co-President of the MAC and leader of
the Hungarian Olympic team in Athens 1906) were
elected as IOC members.
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Ferenc Kemény, IOC Member (no. 8) for Hungary did not
attend the 1906 Games

The Hungarian Olympic Team:
Leaders:
MUZSA, Gyula (MAC) - team leader

(Team officer from 1904 to 1936)
LAUBER, Dezsö (MAC) - secretary

(Competitor at 1908)
BRÜLL, Alfréd (MTK)
BÉLY, Mihály (BBTE)
SZEKERES, Kálmán dr. - representing Ministry of

Education
SZTANKOVICS, Szilárd (MAC) - secretary of MASz

(Hungarian Track and Field Federation)
(Competitor at 1896)

Competitors and results:
SZTANTICS, György (Szabadkai SE), track and field

- 3000 m walking, Olympic Champion
ÓNODY, József (MUE), swimming - freestyle relay,

Olympic Champion (Competitor at 1908)
HAJÓS, Henrik (MTK), swimming - freestyle relay,

Olympic Champion (Competitor at 1908, his
brother two times Olympic champion at 1896 is
swimming)

Kiss, Géza (MTK), swimming - freestyle relay,
Olympic Champion (Competitor at 1904)

HALMAY, Zoltán (MTK), swimming - freestyle relay,
Olympic Champion (Medallist: two silver and
one bronze at 1900, two gold at 1904 and two
silver at 1908)

DÁVID, Mihály (BEAC), track and field - shot-
putting, 2. place

ERÓDI, Béla (BPTTSE), gymnastic - rope climbing
10 m, hand over hand against time, 2. place

GÖNCZY, Lajos (BEAC), track and field - high
jumping, 2. place (Bronze medallist at 1900 and
competitor at 1904)

HALMAY, Zoltán (MTK), swimming - 100 m
freestyle, 2. place

MUDIN, István (MAC), track and field - pentathlon,
Hellenic style, 2. place (Competitor at 1908)

HOLUBÁN, Ferenc (Aradi Toldy AC), wrestling,
Greco-Roman style (lightweight), 3. place

MUDIN, István (MAC), track and field - discus
throwing, Hellenic style, 3. place

TÓTH, Péter dr. (MAC), fencing - saber, individual,
3. place (Gold medallist at 1908 and 1912,
competitor at 1928)

BRUCKNER, (Béldy)
Alajos (Balaton UE),
swimming - 400 m
freestyle, 4. place

APÁTHY, Jenó (BBTE),
fencing-saber, team,
4. place (Competitor
at 1908)

MÉSZÁROS, Lóránt
(MAC), fencing -
saber, team, 4. place
(His brother gold
and bronze medallist
at 1912 in fencing)

NAGY, Béla (MAC),
fencing - saber,
team, 4. place

TÓTH, Péter dr. (MAC),
fencing - saber,
team, 4. place

APÁTHY, Jenó (BBTE),
fencing - saber,
individual, 5. place

GÖNCZY, Lajos (BEAC),
track and field -
standing high jump,
5. place

Zoltan Halmay
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KISS, Imre (MAC), track and field - pole vault, 5.
place

LUNTZER, György (PTE), track and field - discus
throwing, Hellenic style, 5. place (Competitor at
1908 and 1912)

MÉSZÁROS, Lóránt (MAC), fencing - saber,
individual, 5. place

TÖRÖK, Sándor gróf (MAC), shooting - dueling
pistols 25 m at command, 5. place (Competitor
at 1912)

APÁTHY, Jenó (BBTE), fencing - saber, individual, 6.
place

ERÓDI, Béla (BPTTSE), gymnastic - hexathlon, 6.
place

SOMODI, István dr. (BEAC), track and field - standing
long jump, 6. place (Silver medallist at 1908)

DÁNÉR, Béla (BEAC), gymnastic - team combined
exercises, 6. place

ERDÓS, Árpád (BAK), gymnastic - team combined
exercises, 6. place

ERÓDI, Béla (BPTTSE), gymnastic - team combined
exercises, 6. place

GRÁF, Frigyes (MAFC), gymnastic - team combined
exercises, 6. place (Competitor at 1908)

KAKAS, Gyula (MTK), gymnastic - team combined
exercises, 6. place (Competitor at 1896 and 1900)

KOVÁCS, Nándor (BBTE), gymnastic - team
combined exercises, 6. place (Competitor at
1908 and 1912)

SZABÓ, Kálmán (BTC), gymnastic - team combined
exercises, 6. place (Competitor at 1908)

SZÚCS, Vilmos (BTC), gymnastic - team combined
exercises, 6. place (Competitor at 1908)

Fencing during the 1906 Olympic Games took place in the
Zappeion and at the premises of the Tennis Club

APÁTHY, Jenó (BBTE), fencing - unplaced in further
1 event

DÁNÉR, Béla (BEAC), gymnastic - unplaced in
further 2 events

DÁVID, Mihály (BEAC), track and field - unplaced
in further 4 events

ERDÓS, Árpád (BAK), gymnastic - unplaced in
further 1 event

ERÓDI, Béla (BPTTSE), gymnastic - unplaced in
further 1 event, wrestling - unplaced

GRÁF, Frigyes (MAFC), gymnastic - unplaced in
further 2 events

HÁMOS, Antal (MAC), fencing - unplaced in 2
events

HELLMICH, Miksa (OTE), track and field - unplaced
in 100 m running

KAKAS, Gyula (MTK), gymnastic - unplaced in
further 2 events

KOVÁCS, Nándor (BBTE), track and field - unplaced
in 110 m hurdles

LUNTZER, György (PTE), track and field - unplaced
in further 3 events

MÉSZÁROS, Lóránt (MAC), fencing - unplaced in
further 2 events

MUDIN, István (MAC), track and field - unplaced in
further 4 events

NAGY, Béla (MAC), fencing - unplaced in further 2
events

ÓNODY, József (MUE), swimming - unplaced in
further 1 event
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SOMODI, István dr. (BEAC), track and field -
unplaced in further 2 events

STRAUSZ, Gyula (BEAC), track and field - unplaced
(Competitor at 1900)

SZABÓ, Kálmán (BTC), gymnastic - unplaced in
further 1 event

SZEGEDY, Géza (BEAC), track and field - unplaced
SZEMERE, László (BEAC), shooting - unplaced
SZTANTICS, György (Szabadkai SE), track and field

- unplaced in further 1 event
SZÚCS, Vilmos (BTC), gymnastic - unplaced in

further 3 events
TÓBIÁS, Zoltán (JSC), swimming - unplaced in 1

event
TÓTH, Péter dr. (MAC), fencing - unplaced in further

3 events
TÖRÖK, Sándor gróf (MAC), shooting - unplaced in

further 7 events
VARGHA, Pál (MAC), track and field - unplaced in

5 events
VITUS, Károly (?), tennis - unplaced
WEISZ, Richárd (MTK), wrestling - unplaced

in Greco-Roman style (heavyweight) (Gold
medallist at 1908)
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